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STEVEN HALPERN is a Grammy® nominated,
Billboard charting, multi-platinum selling
recording artist, composer, producer, researcher,
sound healer, and author.
His atmospheric compositions pioneered a
new genre of mindful meditation music with
his first recording, CHAKRA SUITE.
More people relax and fall asleep to Steven
Halpern’s many albums than any other living composer!
Halpern is currently celebrating his 41st anniversary (1975-2016)
as a founding father of New Age music. His DEEP ALPHA was a 2012
Grammy® nominee.
Landmark brainwave biofeedback and aura photography research
in 1973 documented that Halpern’s Non-Predictive™ mindful
compositions were significantly more effective at evoking the
listener’s relaxation response and alpha and theta brain states than
most traditional classical music.
A popular media spokesperson and guest on hundreds of TV and
radio programs including 48 Hours (CBS), All Things Considered (PBS)
and The New York Times, Steven is the author of Sound Health (Harper
& Row, 1985), numerous articles and a free monthly newsletter since 1985.
His music is used worldwide in health and healing centers, sleep
clinics, VA hospitals, hospice, schools and corporate wellness
programs. Steven Halpern, Ph.D. serves as the Sound Medicine
director of MedCalm.com.
StevenHalpern.com &

YouTube.com/StevenHalpernMusic

Decreasing Your Stress Improves Your Sleep Quality
In the past five years, I joined the growing ranks of individuals who
have problems falling asleep. Since I don’t like how I feel when I’ve
used well-known brands of sleeping pills or alcohol, I’ve tried many
alternatives.
Given my background, it was natural for me to explore soundbased approaches. I’ve purchased many recordings from other labels,
but generally found them ineffective, boring or annoying.
Thus began my quest to produce this ongoing series of recordings
specifically for sleep, both for myself and folks like you. My music
has several unique features that make it universally effective in this
regard, both in what you hear…and what you don’t hear.

Why Most Music Keeps You Up at Night
Most music is composed to entertain or distract us. That’s great
during the day, but it’s like drinking three cups of coffee at bedtime.
Why choose “audio caffeine”? It will keep you up, too.
Surprisingly, biofeedback research has proven that what most
people assume to be ‘soothing music’ is not as physiologically
effective at reducing stress as they think. In fact, hidden stressors in
most music actually make it harder to fall asleep.
Your brain and body are typically hooked into an unrecognized
stress response by unconsciously analyzing the melodic and
harmonic patterns built into the music itself. It’s natural to try to
anticipate where the music is going in the future.

Most music, from Bach to rock, uses familiar compositional forms
of melody, harmony and rhythm. That’s wonderful for entertainment,
it’s not so good for relieving stress. In fact, most music keeps you in a
constant state of music-induced stress.
Discover the hidden stressors in music:
“Scalus Interruptus” video: https://youtu.be/-Ml8KiWH_1E
The problem is that relaxation only happens in the present, not the
future. When the goal is relaxation and sleep, a more effective choice
is music that helps you relax in the present.

About the Music and the Unique Rhodes Keyboard
My music has a timeless flow that encourages
your brain and body to shift gears naturally into
your innate ”relaxation response.”
Mindfulness, meditation and relaxation can
only occur in the present moment.
The unique sound of the Rhodes electric
piano rates highest in healing effects, and no other artist’s instrument
matches my proprietary combination of tone and reverb that you
experience on this album.
Like a series of tuning forks played as a keyboard, the Rhodes
electric piano produces the most pure and therapeutic tone of any
keyboard. It’s much less percussive than grand piano. Its unique
sound floats out of your speakers or headphones to help you drift off
to dreamland on a pillow of sound.

Other “Sound” Suggestions to Help You Sleep:
SLEEP SOUNDLY

IPM 2062

IPM 7878

DEEP THETA

RELAXATION SUITE

GIFTS OF THE ANGELS

IPM 7855

IPM 8057

COMPOSED AND PRODUCED BY STEVEN HALPERN
STEVEN HALPERN: Rhodes Mark 7 electric piano, additional keyboards
JORGE ALFANO: bamboo flute (bansuri)
WARREN KAHN: Recording Engineer
Banquet Studios, Sebastopol, CA
© q2017 Steven Halpern / Inner Peace Music ®
© 2017 Open Channel Sound Company (BMI)
All Rights Reserved. Unauthorized copying is prohibited by
federal and karmic law. Thank you for your support.
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7. Relax into Sleep (pt 7)		
8. Relax into Sleep (pt 8) 		
9. Relax into Sleep (pt 9)		
10. Relax into Sleep (pt 10)
11. Relax into Sleep (pt 11)
Total time

IPM 8033

1. Relax into Sleep (pt 1)		7:25
2. Relax into Sleep (pt 2)		 8:17
3. Relax into Sleep (pt 3)		7:24
4. Relax into Sleep (pt 4)		5:05
5. Relax into Sleep (pt 5)		8:14
6. Relax into Sleep (pt 6)		 7:17

IPM 2034

— LARRY DOSSEY, MD, bestselling author, “Re-inventing Medicine”

SLEEPSCAPE DELTA

IPM 8000

“Steven Halpern is a musical magician, a healer with sound.
His music has helped millions experience transformative
moments that lead to greater wholeness and happiness.
Music is one of the most powerful forces available to humans,
and Halpern wields this medium with immense skill .”

RELAX INTO SLEEP

RELAX INTO SLEEP
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Note: Not intended as a substitute for medical care. Do NOT use in a car!

Steven Halpern PhD, is a Grammy® nominated,
Billboard charting, bestselling recording artist,
composer, and pioneering sound healer.
He is an internationally recognized authority
on sound, stress and sleep.

StevenHalpern.com
YouTube.com/StevenHalpernMusic
© q2017 Steven Halpern / Inner Peace Music ®
© 2017 Open Channel Sound Company (BMI)
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STEVEN HALPERN

Most people never consider using music as an effective alternative to OTC and
prescription drugs. Indeed, most music has hidden stress factors built into the
melodic and harmonic structure.
Steven Halpern’s music is different. It has a proven track record of over 40 years
of helping millions to relax and fall asleep.
Relax into Sleep features award-winning Brain-Balancing music that “relieves
stress on contact”. The dreamy “pillow of sound” quiets the mind and relaxes the
body. Most people fall asleep long before the album is over. We hope the subtle
arrangement of Rhodes electric piano, atmospheric keyboards and bamboo flute
become a valued addition to your healthy lifestyle.
This audio program includes subtle brainwave entrainment technology
in the Delta range (1-3 cycles per second) which is associated with deep
and restful sleep.
“The perfect companion to Arianna Huffington’s best seller,
THE SLEEP REVOLUTION.” — Leading Edge Review

STEVEN HALPERN

IPM 8072

A Drug-Free Solution to Your Chronic Sleep Deficiency?

